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Introduction



What is Category 7/Class F? According to the Standards Navigation through the potential complexities in the international standards development process provides a contextual understanding of Category 7/Class F twisted pair copper cabling. Although ISO and IEC work in tandem, these two major international standards groups deal with separate elements of the overall cabling system and subsequently use different designation terms. The cooperative ISO/IEC group defines link and channel requirements and uses the “class” designation. The IEC further defines component performance requirements based on ISO/IEC class requirements and then designates them on a “category” basis. So in the ISO/IEC defined Category 7/Class F, “class” refers to link and channel performance and “category” defines component performance. The link and channel requirements for class F are defined in edition 2 of the ISO/IEC 11801 standard, which also defines class D and class E. According to ‘11801, the link performance of class F is specified to 600MHz. However, there is a pending amendment to 11801, which creates a new class. This pending class FA extends the upper frequency to 1000MHz, and is targeted to support the next generation of data applications beyond 10GBASE-T as well as demanding applications like broadband video, which has frequency requirements of 862MHz. In preparation for the finalization of class FA, the IEC has recently published a new connector standard to ensure component support of the pending class. The new IEC 61076-3-104, Ed. 2.0 extends the upper frequency for balanced twisted-pair connectors from the category 7 upper limit of 600 MHz to 1000 MHz. This connector and its 600MHz category 7 predecessor (defined by the first edition of IEC 61076-3-104) are a non RJ interface based on Siemon’s TERA connector. Commercially available from Siemon since 1999, the non-proprietary interface is offered by multiple manufacturers. An additional RJ option is defined by IEC 60603-7-7, but specified only to 600 MHz, it is not being considered for use in a FA channel. To summarize, both class F channel and category 7 component standards were approved in 2002, and compliant systems have been installed since 1999. There is a new class FA channel standard pending, with a new IEC 61076-3-104 connector standard approved to support it. Because this new connector standard was based on the previous edition, it is likely that this same installed base will support FA channel requirements as well.
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The Products Category 7/class F cabling is based on S/FTP and F/FTP cable. Previously known as Pimf (pairs in metal foil), S/FTP cable is fully shielded – each twisted pair is encased in foil, with an overall metal braid around all pairs. (see figure 1). F/FTP cable also foils each pair, but in place of an overall braid, it utilizes an overall foil. F/FTP cable is approved only to 600MHz. The pending class FA is based on S/FTP cable. This design virtually eliminates crosstalk between pairs, allowing the superior transmission of “noisy” high-speed, high frequency applications, such as 10GBASE-T. In fact, 1000MHz-capable S/FTP cable will support speeds well in excess of 10Gb/s. In addition to internal crosstalk protection, S/FTP cable provides robust alien crosstalk resistance, basically eliminating the cable-to-cable interference that can occur in 10Gb/s UTP cables. The same noise resistance properties make this cable ideal in high EMI (electro-magnetic interference) environments, such as industrial and medical imaging facilities.



figure 1 - S/FTP Cable S/FTP and F/FTP cable is available in 600MHz versions for class F channels. 1000MHz cable is available only in S/FTP and supports both class F and pending class FA channels, as well as all UHF channels of CATV to 862 MHz. Other specialty S/FTP options, such as 800MHz and 1200MHz are also available. There are two basic connector options for category 7/class F. IEC 60603-7-7 defines an RJ-style category 7 connector. This switched connector is specified to 600MHz. IEC 61076-3-104 and IEC 61076-3-104 Ed. 2.0 standardize on the same non-RJ interface, specified in the second edition to 1000MHz. Based on the Siemon TERA interface, the IEC 61076-3-104 connector uses a quad design with one pair terminated in each internally isolated quadrant. This design provides continuity to the S/FTP cable’s noise resistance, eliminating near-end crosstalk and enabling robust high-speed transmissions. In fact, Siemon’s category 7/class F compliant TERA system is the highest performing copper cabling system available and can support speeds beyond 10Gb/s. (see figure 2)



figure 2 - Quadrant outlet e-Book - Category 7/Class F Network Cabling
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Although it is a non-RJ interface, the TERA connector fits in a standard RJ footprint. (See figure 3) It also easily integrates into RJ-equipped electronics through the use of hybrid TERA-to RJ cords (see figure 4)



figure 4 - TERA to RJ cords figure 3 - TERA and RJ outlets The flexibility of the IEC 61076-3-104 outlet, coupled with superior noise resistance, provides a unique “cable sharing” ability. Accepted by both TIA and ISO, cable sharing describes the practice of running more than one application over different pairs of a twisted-pair copper telecommunications channel. In the case of category 7/class F TERA, up to four applications can be supported with a single cable. This ability is a function of both cable and outlet construction.Fitting within a standard RJ footprint, the combination of the TERA outlet and cord options allows extremely simple facilitation of cable sharing. As with traditional cabling channels, all four pairs of each cable are terminated in a single outlet. However, unlike an RJ interface, the TERA outlet can support up to 4 one-pair cords, 2 two-pair cords or a combination of the two, without the need for additional splitters or adapters. Using these features, many popular applications may be converged onto a single cable, potentially decreasing cabling and pathway costs associated with multiple, lesser grade cable runs: -



Analog Voice, 1 pair VoIP, 2 pair Video over IP, 2 pair CATV, 1 pair CCTV, 1 pair 10/100BASE-T, 2 pair



Why Implement Category 7/Class F? Cabling infrastructure represents just 5-7 percent of an overall network’s cost and is expected to support 2-3 iterations of active electronics. With 10GBASE-T standards ratified, 10Gb/s active electronics may be available in as little as 2 years. Any cabling infrastructure installed today should be capable of supporting 10Gb/s transmissions. Both UTP and F/UTP (Screened) category 6A (pending class EA/category 6A) cabling, such as Siemon’s 10G 6A UTP and F/UTP, will meet this need and offer approximately a 10 year lifecycle. They are not, however, expected to support the next generation of application speeds beyond 10Gb/s.
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Category 7/class F on the other hand, can be expected to provide at least a 15 year lifecycle, based on performance headroom. Although the actual performance requirements of an application beyond 10GBASE-T are not yet known, solutions targeted to meet pending class FA ,such as TERA, can support speeds far beyond 10Gb/s and are expected to meet the next application. Based upon a minimum of 5 years additional lifecycle, TERA provides a lower total cost of ownership than all other grades of copper network cabling. Additionally, category 7/class F cabling can significantly increase physical layer security. The same features that eliminate crosstalk and EMI concerns also prevent the emanation of data signals from within the cable to nearby areas. In non-secure copper cabling, these radiated signals can be intercepted, creating a significant security breach. To combat such “compromising emanations” in secure government locations, the US government developed TEMPEST. TEMPEST is a code word defining the counter-intelligence standards developed to protect secure data transmissions from electronic espionage. Although actual requirements and test parameters are classified, it is widely known that TEMPEST specifications set out extremely strict limits on signal radiation from data networks and is widely adopted in NATO countries. Siemon’s category 7/class F TERA system is the only copper cabling system to pass TEMPEST testing. While such high levels of security may have seemed overkill in the private sector in the past, the potential cost of compromised data as well as ever tightening compliance issues related to privacy make highly secure infrastructures, based on category 7/class F cabling, a strong option. With present and future standards acceptance, category 7/class F cabling is gaining momentum. Although its unparralleled support of the now ratified 10GBASE-T application standard and ability to support speeds beyond 10Gb/s drives much of the global adoption, its high security ratings and unique cable-sharing ability when implemented with non-RJ, TERA-style connectors contribute to its growth. The remainder of this e-book addresses, in greater detail, the unique features of category 7/class F cabling.
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Cabling Lifecycles and Total Cost of Ownership There are several factors that must be taken into consideration when determining the category or class of cabling that will be used in a network infrastructure. This is true for both copper and fiber. Factors that must be taken into consideration are: • Expected installed lifetime of the cabling plant • Applications that will run on the cabling plant over its useful life • Timeframe during which standards, applications and electronics manufacturers will support the cabling plant • Cost of active electronics • Warranty length and covered components • Price as it relates to performance • Time the end-user will occupy a facility What the standards mean to your network With the pending IEEE 802.3an 10GBASE-T standard complete, performance demands on cabling infrastructures are expected to increase over the next few years. Cabling typically represents 57% of an overall network budget. Some specialty materials such as industrial rated products, conduit and limited combustible products may increase costs slightly higher. However, relying on price as the sole deciding factor is rarely a wise decision. Cabling systems, both copper and fiber, are designed to perform for 10 years, supporting 2-3 generations of active electronics. Overall lifecycle costs should be closely considered. Cabling standards are regularly written and reviewed. For instance, ANSI/TIA/EIA (Now TIA) standards are reviewed every 5 years. At the end of the 5-year period they may be reaffirmed, rescinded or revised. ISO/IEC standards are written with a target lifespan of 10 years. IEEE application performance standards are written, revised or amended based on current manufacturing and product capabilities, application needs and contributions from companies, including cabling manufacturers, that participate in the standards process. In some instances, overall network capabilities change at a greater pace than originally expected. This can shorten the lifecycle of a cabling system. Category 4 is a good example. This cable had a very short lifecycle due to expanding network performance requirements and the capabilities of higher performing category 5 and, eventually, category 5e. With the advent of 10GBASE-T, a higher performing category 6 cable known as Augmented Category 6 (6A) has been introduced. So the question is posed: how do I maximize my cabling investment, and what category of cabling should I install in my facility?
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Active electronic manufacturers design equipment based on three factors: capabilities of the underlying infrastructure, industry standards and market share of the installed base of infrastructure. The technology must be technically feasible, have broad market appeal, and provide a unique feature set while coexisting with other technology. It would be virtually impossible to sell any active equipment that automatically requires replacement of a cabling plant. Based on estimates from the major chip manufacturers, each iteration of a chip costs a developer approximately $1,000,000.00 and requires roughly 18 months from conception to market. Facing costs like these, most equipment producers are hesitant to venture too far from the standards. As standards eliminate or rescind support for cabling systems, the active equipment manufacturers will, as history shows, follow suit. There is an intricate balance between forward movement in technology and addressing the needs of legacy systems. In discussions within the 10GBASE-T study group, all categories, including 5e, category 6 and category 7/Class F, were examined to determine what the cabling would support and market share percentage held by each category. While category 5e has a greater market share, the cabling was not capable of supporting 10G b/s over distances more than 15 or 20 meters. Understanding that networks people have installed cabling lengths in excess of this limited distance, category 5e was written out of the standard and is not being considered. The final cabling choices for the pending 10GBASE-T standard is installed legacy category 6 with a supported distance up to 55 meters, augmented category 6 and category 7/class F, with the latter two supporting a distance of up to 100 meters. It is important to note that the TIA 942 Data Center standard states that all horizontal cables shall be run to accommodate growth so that the horizontal does not need to be revisited. This is due to the significant cost and risk of downtime to adjacent systems. It is estimated that a data center will be in service for a period of 20 years and 10GBASE-T electronics will be added within 2-5 years. Part of the cabling system selection process should include the cost of the cabling itself as well as other factors that contribute to the overall cost over its lifetime. As mentioned previously, a cabling infrastructure should last a customer 10 years and support 2 - 3 iterations of active equipment and applications. A costly factor in these calculations is labor, which may vary depending on geographic location; therefore national averages will be used. The following analysis compares the total cost of ownership for a 24 channel cabling system ranging from category 5e through category 7/class F. Plenum-rated cable is used in all instances. Initial installation cost include the cost of components, installation and testing.



Installed Cost



Lifecycle of System



Per Channel Average



Annualized Cost of Ownership



Cat 5e/Class D UTP



$3,781.16



5



$157.55



$756.23



Cat 6/Class E UTP



$5,251.70



7



$218.82



$750.24



10G 6A UTP



$7,787.14



10



$324.46



$778.71



10G 6A F/UTP



$8,652.46



10



$360.52



$865.25



$14,664.46



15



$611.02



$977.63



TERA- Cat 7/Class F
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System life cycles are based on current standards developments, pending revisions, and the category’s ability to support upcoming applications. For example, non-augmented category 6 systems will have a lesser lifecycle than augmented category 6 (6A) systems capable of supporting 10GBASE-T up to 100 meters. Category 7/Class F systems enjoy the longest lifecycle and are expected to support future applications beyond 10GBASE-T such as 40 Gb/s. The lifecycle costs for category 7/class F systems do not include the TERA’s ability to run multiple 1 or 2-pair applications over one 4-pair cable and outlet which would make the TERA figures more attractive. The previous table demonstrates that due to the shortened lifecycle of category 5e, the annualized cost of cat 5e (total installed cost divided by number of useful years) is near 10G 6A UTP. It is expected that during the next 2 -5 years, new 10GBASE-T copper electronics will be available and a cabling upgrade from 5e to at least augmented cat 6 (6A) will be necessary to support 10GBASE-T. It is fully expected that in the next 5-7 years, category 5e systems will move to an archive annex in their respective standards documents and will no longer be supported in the active equipment standards. Such was the case with category 3, 4 and 5 systems. If a category 5e cabling plant was installed prior to adoption of additional performance parameters specified to support Gigabit Ethernet, the cabling plant should be retested for these parameters according to the latest standards. If we factor in the added labor to retest a legacy category 5e cabling plant, the total annualized cost increases. The following table shows additional lifetime costs of a 5e system compared to higher performing systems.



5 Year Cost



New Annualized Cost of Ownership



$5,341.16



$1,068.23



24 Channels



Installed Cost



Lifecycle of System



Annualized Cost



Incremental Testing for Gig



Cat 5e/Class D UTP



$3,781.16



5



$756.23



$1,560.00



Cat 6/Class E UTP



$5,251.70



7



$750.24



$5,251.70



$750.24



10G 6A UTP



$7,787.14



10



$778.71



$7,787.14



$778.71



10G 6A F/UTP



$8,652.46



10



$865.25



$8,652.46



$865.25



TERA-Cat 7/Class F



$14,664.46



15



$977.63



$14,664.46



$977.63



In the above table, it becomes clear that over time, installation of a 5e system would cost significantly more. The figures above assume normal hours of operation and do not take into account overtime or other premiums that may be charged if the work is performed after hours to minimize disruption of the workforce. It is important to note that category 5e is not being considered in the development of the pending IEEE 802.3an 10GBASE-T standard, In order to upgrade to support future 10GBASE-T applications (which is likely to occur over the next 10 years) additional labor will be required for both installation of the higher performing augmented category 6 cabling as well as removal of abandoned category 5e cable
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as now required by fire codes and legislation in many countries. In the category 6 UTP model, incremental labor is also added to test and verify 10GBASE-T support for channel lengths up to 55m as outlined in IEEE 802.3an as well as the corresponding TIA and ISO/IEC standards. According to recent work in the standards, 55m will only be viable with some type of mitigation to reduce the Alien Crosstalk. Again, we are not accounting for after-hours installation or tracing cables if the labeling and documentation on the system was not maintained. The cost to replace or run new conduit or drill new cores as needed to accommodate the new circuits due to increased cable diameters are not included. (See “New 10Gb/s Installation Practices” below).



Testing for 10GBASE-T



Removal of Abandoned Cables



Installation of 10Gb/s Capable Channels*



TCO to Support 10GBASE-T



New Annualized Cost of Ownership



24 Channels



Cost at 1G



Cat 5e/Class D UTP



$5,341.16



Not Supported



$1,560.00



New System Required



New TCO Applies



$1,380.23



Cat 6/Class E UTP



$5,251.70



$1,560.00



$390.00



$1,946.79



$9,148.49



$1,306.93



10G 6A UTP



$7,787.14



N/A



$7,787.14



$778.71



10G 6A F/UTP



$8,625.46



N/A



$8,652.46



$865.25



TERA- Cat 7/Class F



$14,664.46



N/A



$14,664.46



$977.63



*NOTE: The annualized cost of ownership stops after the removal of the abandoned cable and does not factor in the installation of the replacement 10Gb/s capable system. This is because the ROI/TCO calculation for the new 10Gb/s system starts with its installation. Cat 6/Class E UTP costs are based on replacement of 1 in 4 channels due to distances exceeding 55m as outlined in the standard. Costs for mitigation to support 55m are not included. Factoring in Downtime Costs If we consider downtime costs while testing and replacing the non-compliant 10Gb/s systems, the cat 5e and 6 total cost of ownership figures continue to increase. As cable testing is intrusive (the device at the other end must be disconnected in order to test), some downtime will occur with each iteration of testing and remediation. Hourly employee costs will be estimated at the national hourly average wage as reported by the US Bureau of Labor Statistics weighted to account for overhead. For instance, the national average annual wage is $33,252.09. Adding overhead (taxes, office space, etc. using a 40% estimate) the figure is $46,562.66. On an hourly basis, the figure is $22.39 per employee per hour. This cost covers the expense of an employee being paid and unable to work. For each 24 employees that are down for one hour (time to shutdown, have their cable traced, tested, reinitialize their systems, and log on to applications, etc), the additional downtime costs for each 24-port system is calculated as follows: 24 employees * $22.39 per hour = $537.36 e-Book - Category 7/Class F Network Cabling
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Each employee is also responsible for revenue. For this figure, we are estimating average hourly revenue per employee. In utilizing the Fortune 1000 published revenue figures, we take total revenue and divide it by the number of employees and the hours worked (2080 per year) to obtain revenue per employee per hour (RH). Total company revenue / total number of employees / hours worked per year = RH Using Fortune 1000 data, average revenue equates to $132.40 per hour per employee or $3177.60 for 24 employees. Downtime is based on one user per cable. Data center connections such as those connected to servers would have many more users down while replacements occur. In the following table, downtime costs for lost wages/overhead and lost revenue per employee were accounted for in both category 5e and 6 systems. In the category 5e system add two hours of downtime per channel one hour down to remove the channel and one hour down to replace the channel. For the category 6 system, downtime was calculated at 1 hour down for testing each channel plus 1 in 4 users down for 2 hours each to remove and replace non-compliant cabling channels over 55m. TCO to Support 10GBASE-T



Downtime CostsWages, Overhead and Revenue



TCO Plus Downtime



New Annualized Cost of Ownership



New TCO Applies



$7,429.22



$14,330.38



$2,866.08



Cat 6/Class E UTP



$9,148.49



$2,488.65



$11,637.14



$1,662.45



10G 6A UTP



$7,787.14



$7,787.14



$778.71



10G 6A F/UTP



$8,652.46



$8,652.46



$865.25



$14,664.46



$14,664.46



$977.63



Cat 5e/Class D UTP



TERA-Cat 7/Class F



Any savings in downtime calculations (through work being performed after hours) would be offset by a higher labor cost due to overtime rates for the installers. Testing time includes time to trace circuits. Keep in mind the average network has 1000 channels so these figures, once again, are very conservative. The following is a graphical comparison of the figures shown in the chart above. Dollars* $3,000.00 $2,500.00 $2,000.00 $1,500.00



Initial Install Annualized at 1G Annualized at 10Gb/s



$1,000.00 $500.00



* based on plenum rated cable
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New 10Gb/s Cabling Installation Practices Fill ratios are a significant change for 10Gb/s UTP systems. Due to the effects of Alien Crosstalk, a 40% fill ratio may be the maximum and other mitigation steps will be required as referenced in TSB-155. ISO 568-B.2-10 addresses the augmented category 6 systems and now allow for cable diameters to increase to .330 inches. In the calculations shown above, we have not included replacement of conduit or new core drills that may be required. Also bear in mind that categories of cable above 5e have larger cable diameters and may alter fill ratios for cable tray. Screened or Shielded systems will allow you to maintain a 60% fill ratio with a smaller cable diameter than augmented category 6, as the shield eliminates one of the greatest disturbers in 10Gb/s UTP system, which is ANEXT or Alien Near-End Crosstalk. Copper vs Fiber to the Desktop The idea of fiber to the desktop (FTTD) has been around for quite some time. Early proponents of FTTD sited problems with UTP systems and limited distances as their reasons for their recommendations. There are 10GBASE-X fiber applications, and in fact, those needing 10Gb/s bandwidth have had fiber options only for some time now. In evaluating copper versus fiber to the desktop, it is important to include overall network costs (including electronics), not just cabling costs. Fiber components for 10Gb/s are expected to settle at a cost that is roughly 10x the cost of a gigabit port.On the copper side however, the cost will be about 3x the cost of a gigabit port or roughly one third the cost of a 10Gb/s fiber port. All PC’s today ship with 10/100/1000 Mbps copper network interfaces. In order to use fiber to the desk, that investment will disappear and a new fiber card would need to be procured. The same cost differential applies. It is also noteworthy that the 10GBASE-T copper chips will auto-negotiate from 10Mbps up to 10Gb/s. This means that one chip will be used for all network connections. It is far less expensive to mass produce one chip than several varieties. As 10GBASE-T chips begin mass production, they will begin to surface in server NICs, switch ports, etc. Power over fiber is not a reality. There are several applications today that utilize Power over Ethernet (PoE) based on the IEEE 802.3af standard. 10GBASE-T is fully interoperable with power as an endspan solution (the power is supplied at the switch). The lack of ability to provide power over fiber may be limiting in some networks. Fiber standards and lengths, have not been as stagnant as some people think. In looking at the chart below of supported lengths and types of fiber, from 100BASE-X to 10GBASE-X, it is easy to see that the similar replacements and/or remediation would be needed on some fiber channels in networks utilizing 62.5 micron fiber components for 10 gigabit applications.
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Wavelength



62.5 160/500



62.5 200/500



50 500/500



50 2000/500



100BASE-SX



850nm



300m



300m



300m



300m



1000BASE-SX



850nm



220m



275m



550m



550m



1000BASE-LX



1300nm



550m



550m



550m



550m



10BASE-SX



850nm



28m



28m



10BASE-LX



1310nm



10km



10BASE-EX



1550nm



40km



10BASE-LX4



1310nm



Application



300m



300m



SMF



5km



300m



300m



300m



10km



Chapter 1 Summary For anyone responsible for selecting the right cabling infrastructure and who plans to occupy the premises for at least 5 years, this paper demonstrates that Augmented Category 6 (6A) or higher cabling systems are the most economical solutions, providing a solid return on investment. One should consider not only the initial costs, but ensuing follow on costs as well. Understanding the full lifecycle and industry trends will assist in your decisions. Remember that cabling represents only 5-7% of the overall network investment. It is expected to outlive most network components and is the most difficult and potentially costly component of a network to replace. There are few network investments more poorly made than the installation of a cabling system with a shortened lifespan that will require replacement sooner than economically forecasted.
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Increased Savings with Shielding — The Hidden Costs of Category 6A UTP Systems



While UTP copper cabling systems have been the de facto norm for years in many markets, screened and fully shielded solutions have maintained a stronghold in others. With the increase in bandwidth to 10 Gb/s transmission, the overall channel length allowed by the standards for 10 Gb/s transmission has decreased in legacy category 6 installations, while the overall cable diameter for augmented category 6 (6A) UTP systems has increased. When looking at installation costs for UTP systems, the proper cost calculations should include not only the cable and components, but also the pathways and spaces through which the cable will be routed.



A Brief Word About the Standards In 10 Gb/s transmissions, alien crosstalk, defined as cable-to-cable noise, is a major disturber to a system. If you strip back a portion of the sheath on a twisted-pair cable, you will notice that each pair has a different twist rate. These varying twist rates reduce interference generated by coupled noise between pairs within the sheath. However, if you have several channels of cable run side by side, the pairs of like color (for instance blue/white) will have the same twist lay as the same pair in the adjacent cable. At higher frequencies, these pairs will interfere with each other through what is called alien crosstalk. As this phenomenon cannot be truly modeled and subsequently cannot be cancelled via active equipment processing, it must be mitigated by cable design and installation practices. Cable that is approved for 10 Gb/s transmission includes up to 55 meters of category 6 (with installation mitigation techniques), 100m of augmented category 6 UTP or F/UTP (screened) and 100m of S/FTP (fully-shielded) category 7/class F. Augmented category 6 UTP cabling has an overall allowable diameter of 0.354 in. (9.0mm). This contrasts to category 6 cabling, which has an overall diameter of 0.250 in. (6.35mm). In between the two are category 7/class F and F/UTP augmented category 6 systems which have an average diameter of 0.330 in. (8.38mm) and 0.265 in. (6.73mm) respectively. While this does not appear to be a large difference in diameter, it creates a significant difference in large installations where pathways and spaces are concerned.
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In order to support 10Gb/s over 55m with a category 6 system, there are several methods addressed in TIA TSB-155 to mitigate alien crosstalk. These include switching to shielded patch cords, unbundling cables in the first and last 15m of the cabling channel, providing port separation for energized ports (i.e.: only allowing odd number ports to be energized to 10 Gb/s) and other methods. This creates additional labor and the possibility of increased material costs to achieve the same transmission performance as the higher performing systems. Where category 6 channels already exist, any channel over 180 ft. (55m) that cannot be mitigated for alien crosstalk will have to be replaced, increasing the overall total cost of ownership of the original system. In both TIA and ISO standards, the alien crosstalk mitigation steps are essentially the same and require the same costly component - labor. In many cases, both would call for a change in connectors, patch panels and cross-connect fields, increasing labor as well as material costs. It is important to note that augmented category 6A cables utilize a larger diameter that increases the separation between individual pairs in other cables to reduce alien crosstalk. Screened (F/UTP) and fully shielded (S/FTP) systems prevent alien crosstalk through their cable shield. While the highest performance and lowest cost of ownership belongs to category 7/class F, which does not require costly mitigation steps and provides a longer lifecycle through its ability to support applications beyond 10Gb/s, some companies still have a preference to either keep their existing category 6 plant, or use unshielded systems. In order to effectively evaluate the various systems, a total cost of ownership analysis should be performed to determine the additional costs of not only labor, but also the costs of preparing pathways and spaces. In particular, UTP, F/UTP and S/FTP systems will be examined with their pathways and spaces. Fill Ratios



101mm (4 in.) 101mm (4 in.)



101mm (4 in.) 101mm ( 4 in.)



A fill ratio equates to the amount of cabling that can be run in a pathway or space. In order to preserve warranties on fire-stopping materials and to reduce the effect of alien crosstalk, these ratios must be maintained according to the standards. For larger cabling diameters such as those allowed in augmented category 6 UTP designs, the number of cables permitted in a particular space will decrease (see Figure 1) and in many cases, larger pathways and spaces will be required. In some jurisdictions where all cabling must be run in conduit due to code, this can increase initial construction and retrofit costs significantly. For areas in office walls where pathways must be provided, larger conduit sizes would be needed for the newer 6A UTP systems.



152mm (6 in.) 152mm (6 in.)



152mm (6 (6in .)in.) 152mm



152 x 101mm (6 x 4 in.) cable tray allows up to (181) 7.4mm (0.29 in.) cables



152 x 101mm (6 x 4 in.) cable tray allows up to (124) 8.9mm (0.35 in.) cables



Figure 1: Example of Cable Tray Fill
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Conduit Trade sizes and areas are shown in the table below. SAE Measurements



Metric Measurements



Trade Size



Internal Diameter (in)



Area (in2)



Metric Designator



Internal Diameter (mm)



Area (mm2)



1/2



0.62



0.30



16



15.7



193



3/4



0.82



0.53



21



20.8



340



1



1.05



0.86



27



26.7



560



1 1/2



1.61



2.04



41



40.9



1313



2



2.07



3.36



53



52.6



2172



2 1/2



2.47



4.79



63



62.7



3086



3



3.07



7.38



78



80



5024



3 1/2



3.55



9.90



91



90.2



6387



4



4.04



12.72



103



102.4



8231



Table 1: Conduit Trade sizes and areas Conduit size is expressed by trade size in either inches or millimeters. The area is the inside area that can be occupied by cable. It is recommended that a 40% fill ratio be used for the initial runs to accommodate any room for new runs that would be needed in the future. The formula for calculating fill ratio is as follows: fill ratio = (# cables) x cable cross-sectional area inside cross-sectional conduit area cable cross-sectional area = (Ø/2)2 where = 3.14 and Ø = outside cable diameter inside cross-sectional conduit area = (Ø/2)2 where Ø = inside conduit diameter Conduit bends must also be factored in and directly affect conduit capacity. A derating factor of 15% should be included for each bend to ensure that pulling tension is not significantly affected. As a result, a conduit run with a 40% fill and 3 bends would be limited to a calculated capacity of: 100%-15%-15%-15% = 55% ; 40% fill x 55% capacity = 22% available fill ratio Using a trade size 3/4 (metric designator 21) for this conduit example, 2 category 6 UTP cables with a typical diameter of 0.25 in. (6.35mm) could be placed in the conduit. A category 6A UTP cable, with a diameter of 0.35 in. (9.0mm) would decrease conduit fill to a single cable.
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An average 50 ft. (15.2m) run 3/4 EMT conduit including labor and wood bores, 3 bends and a national average labor rate of $33.86 per hour, would cost $903.63. Pricing is based on the Craftsman National Estimator. To accommodate two larger diameter category 6A UTP cables, one would need to increase the trade size to 1.0 in. (25mm) conduit. The cost for labor and materials in a 1.0 in. (25mm) trade size is $1163.62 for the same 50 ft (15.2m) run. The increase in conduit diameter and labor is not needed for augmented category 6 F/UTP. These figures do not include cabling or connectivity, but rather the conduit only. In short, for each work area, an incremental cost of $259.99 is necessary to accommodate the increased diameter of a category 6A UTP cabling channel in the pathway. An average network has 1000 drops, increasing construction costs by $259,990.00. Again, this does not include cabling and connectivity. Including cabling and connectivity materials for the same 50 ft. (15.2m) runs (based on 2 drops per work area, average plenum cable pricing, full retail) the following chart shows the savings based on a 1000 node network with two drops per work area location. Channel pricing includes the patch panel, work area outlet, installation/termination labor and a 3-meter patch cord at each end.



Cabling/ Connectivity Installation



Conduit Installation



Total Per Channel



Total for 1000 Drops



Category 6A UTP



$285.68



$1,163.82



$1,449.50



$1,449,500.00



Category 6A F/UTP



$356.34



$903.63



$1,259.97



$1,259,970.00



Category 7/Class F



$468.96



$1,163.82



$1,632.78



$1,632,780.00



Table 2: 50 ft. (15.2m) channels



It is clear to see that pathways and spaces become a significant factor in overall infrastructure cost. Category 6A F/UTP provides a project savings of $169,010.00 over its UTP counterpart. Note: Plenum cable may not be required if the cabling is encased in conduit. Consult local codes for requirements. While the total dollars may change due to non-plenum pricing, this would translate to all channels, not the pathways. It is also clear to see that category 7/class F is roughly equal to that of category 6A when pathways are considered. However category 7/class F systems provide an application upgrade path beyond 10Gb/s. In areas where conduit is not used and pathways consist of cable tray, ladder rack and/or J-hooks, the same level of increase in pathway space should be factored into overall installation costs. Cable tray is typically recommended to have a 50% fill ratio and ladder rack size is based on cable diameter and weight with specs varying by manufacturer. The same applies to J-hooks. Beyond facility spaces, the capacity of existing wire management in racks may need to be increased as well.
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Another benefit to category 7/class F systems such as Siemon’s TERA® is the ability to run multiple applications over the same channel, commonly referred to as cable sharing. Two TERA channels can provide a 4-pair high-speed application and any combination of 1 and 2-pair applications from the chart below. Cable sharing is facilitated by 1 and 2-pair patch cords (not to be confused with splitting pairs behind the faceplate into separate outlets). This ability further maximizes pathway space by combining multiple applications over a single 4-pair cable, versus running individual 4-pair cables for each application. Gigabit Applications (4-Pair)



10/100 Applications (2-pair)



1-Pair Applications



Gigabit PC



Workstation



Phone (analog voice)



Gigabit Switch Port



Print Server



Video Camera (CCTV)



Wireless Access Point VoIP Phone Network Printer IP Camera Monitoring Phone Blade Server Port Network Jack/Intellijack Table 3: Applications and pair usage



A Word About Grounding While the cost savings presented by a screened or fully shielded system may be significant, the prospect of installing a system that needs additional grounding steps may cause some concern in markets where UTP cable is the primary media. In the old IBM Type-1 cabling days, many systems were ungrounded, improperly grounded or grounded to different points within a network. Today, the old mysteries surrounding grounding are solved. Newer shielded and screened connectors automatically terminate the cable shield during termination, without additional steps. The connectors are then snapped into a patch panel where they make contact with an integral grounding bar. There is a single grounding lug connection on the back of the patch panel that terminates to the Telecommunications Grounding Busbar (TGB) that should already exist. Figure 1: Integrated connector grounding
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Most of the newer active electronics require both chassis and electrical grounds. Ladder rack, cable tray and other components are also required to be connected to a ground/bond. Today, standards exist (ANSI-J-STD- 607) for grounding and with newer connectivity self-terminating the ground from many outlets to a single point, the costs and complexity of grounding these systems is greatly reduced. Screened and shielded systems may not be as foreign as people think. If you look at your active electronics, they are all shielded. The shield that surrounds each port on a switch, router or network interface card is there because the active electronics manufacturers have known for years that grounding decreases complexity and noise related issues in their components. Apprehensions of the past should be eliminated. Summary Regardless of your labor rates or which standards you follow, screened and fully shielded systems can provide a significant cost benefit while allowing increased bandwidth and application speeds. In any system, the cabling is a minor portion of the overall network. Increased pathway and space cost, along with mitigation costs for existing category 6 systems can negate any savings realized on cabling components. The additional pathway spaces can cause a category 6A UTP system to be more expensive than category 6A F/UTP systems. Retrofit situations will benefit most from a screened category 6A system due to the smaller cable diameter. Grounding/bonding/earthing is a very easy task when done properly and is really just an additional connection to a grounding system that should already exist. Selection of your cabling system, of course, will depend on your preferences, but bear in mind, the goal is to have a system that will function for 10- 20 years depending on your network needs, and every time the systems are revisited, the total cost of ownership increases, in particular where labor is added and re-added. Consisting of 10G 6A UTP and F/UTP solutions, as well as Category 7/Class F TERA (S/FTP), Siemon's 10G ip family of copper cabling products represents the most comprehensive line of end-to end 10Gb/s capable solutions available. The entire Siemon 10G ip line meets or exceeds all requirements under the pending 10GBASE-T standards, including alien crosstalk. For a complete description of all systems, please visit www.siemon.com.
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Grounding for Screened and Shielded Network Cabling



Shielded cabling, of one type or another, has been the preferred cabling infrastructure in many global markets for many years. Cables described as foil screened unshielded twisted-pair (F/UTP) and fully shielded cables with an overall braid screen plus individual foil shielded twisted pairs (S/FTP) are now gaining popularity in markets where unshielded twisted-pair (UTP) cabling has traditionally been the most common solution.



S/FTP



F/UTP



This rise in adoption is tied to the publication of the IEEE standard known as 802.3an 10GBASE-T and this emerging application’s sensitivity to noise from adjacent cabling. This noise from adjacent cabling is known as alien crosstalk. Screened and fully shielded 10 Gb/s cabling systems, such as category 6A F/UTP and category 7 S/FTP, are all but immune to the alien crosstalk that presents problems for category 6A UTP cabling. These cabling systems can help reduce the size and cost of pathway spaces due to their smaller diameters. Even as cabling installers and their clients increasingly enjoy these benefits, confusion surrounding the bonding and grounding of screened and shielded systems has caused some to avoid them. This concern is unfounded, as advances in screened and shielded cabling systems have simplified bonding and grounding methods tremendously. Today, the installation and bonding and grounding/earthing of F/UTP and S/FTP cabling systems requires little additional effort and expertise over UTP installations. Why Bond and Ground? While electrical services, telecommunications equipment, and all other low voltage systems are required to be bonded to ground per national and local electrical codes and industry standards for safety reasons; the specific need to ground screened and shielded network cabling systems is only a matter of performance. A properly bonded and grounded cabling system carries noise currents induced by electromagnetic interference (EMI) in the environment to ground along the screen or foil shield, thereby protecting the data-carrying conductors from external noise. The screen or foil shield also minimizes cabling emissions. It is these functions that afford screened and shielded systems their superior immunity to alien crosstalk and other sources of conducted or radiated electromagnetic interference.
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S/FTP and F/UTP vs. UTP - How does the Need to Ground Effect Installation Practices? A standards-based UTP network cabling system requires no path to ground. However, according to ANSI-JSTD-607-A “Commercial Building Grounding (Earthing) and Bonding Requirements For Telecommunications”, screened and shielded cabling channels are required to be bonded through a conducting path to the Telecommunications Grounding Busbar (TGB) in the telecommunications room (TR). Like UTP systems, F/UTP and S/FTP horizontal cable is terminated to outlets at the work area and in the TR. Screened and shielded connector designs, such as Siemon’s 10G 6A™ F/UTP MAX and TERA® outlets, automatically ground to the patch panel in the TR during installation, without the need to individually provide a ground termination for each outlet. The only additional step required to ground these F/UTP and S/FTP cabling systems is to connect a 6 AWG wire from the ground lug provided on the patch panel to the TGB. The recommended grounding sequence is as follows: the , the outlet self-grounds to the patch panel, and then the panel is grounded to the equipment rack or adjacent metallic pathways. The basic sequence is reflected in the diagram below.



Chapter 3: Grounding for Screened and 1 F/UTP cables screen or the S/FTP shield is terminated by the outlet 2 Outlet makes contact with patch panel’s grounding strip as outlets are snapped into place 3 Panel is grounded to equipment rack or adjacent metal pathways via 6 AWG wire attached to panel ground lug 4 6 AWG ground wire connects rack to the TGB
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Where From Here? The continuation of ground path from the equipment rack or adjacent metallic raceway to the TGB now falls under the broader requirements of the telecommunications network grounding system. It is critical to note that the grounding steps dictated by the applicable codes and standards are the same for UTP, F/UTP and S/FTP cabling systems. Although standards and codes differ from region to region and country to country, the methodology for properly grounding the telecommunication network is largely equivalent. To understand the process, a few definitions are required. The following are taken from ANSI-J-STD-607-A and illustrated in the diagram below:



bonding: The permanent joining of metallic parts to form an electrically conductive path that will assure electrical continuity and the capacity to conduct safely any current likely to be imposed. To expand on the ANSI definition, electrical bonding is a process in which components or modules of an assembly, equipment or subsystems are electrically connected by means of a low-impedance conductor. Bonding purpose is to make the shield structure homogeneous in regards to the flow of RF currents. Bonding can be achieved by different methods as follows: a) by metallic interfaces through fasteners or by direct metal-to-metal contact b) joining two metallic parts or surfaces through the process of welding or brazing c) by bridging two metallic surfaces with a metallic bond strap
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1 bonding conductor for telecommunications: A conductor that interconnects the telecommunications bonding infrastructure to the building's service equipment (power) ground. 2 telecommunications bonding backbone: A conductor that interconnects the telecommunications main grounding busbar (TMGB) to the telecommunications grounding busbar (TGB). 3 telecommunications grounding busbar: The interface to the building telecommunications grounding system generally located in telecommunications room. A common point of connection for telecommunications system and equipment bonding to ground, and located in the telecommunications room or equipment room. 4 telecommunications main grounding busbar: A busbar placed in a convenient and accessible location and bonded by means of the bonding conductor for telecommunications to the building service equipment (power) ground. The procedures for bonding and grounding a telecommunications network are straightforward. The cabling system and equipment is grounded to equipment racks or adjacent metallic pathways. These are in turn connected to the TGB. The TGB is bonded to the telecommunications main grounding busbar (TMGB) via the telecommunications bonding backbone. Finally, the TMGB is connected to the main service ground by the bonding connector for telecommunications. Although actual methods, materials and appropriate specifications for each of the components in the telecommunications bonding and grounding system vary according to system and network size, capacity and by local codes, the basic structure remains as illustrated above. From the rack to earth, the process is the same for a UTP, F/UTP or S/FTP cabling infrastructure. Final Thought If your facility’s bonding and grounding system complies with safety codes, then it more than satisfies the bonding and grounding requirements for the proper performance of any twisted-pair cabling system. All that is required to realize the performance benefits of F/UTP and S/FTP cabling is the addition of a low impedance connection from the patch panel in the telecommunications room (TR) to the rack, which should already be connected to the TGB. Ensure that the facility’s bonding and grounding system protects the people who use it and any concerns associated with the addition of a screened or shielded cabling system will be eliminated.
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Cable Sharing in Commercial Building Environments Reducing Cost, Simplifying Cable Management, and Converging Applications onto Twisted-Pair Media



Cable sharing describes the practice of running more than one application over different pairs of a twisted-pair copper telecommunications channel. Common examples of cable sharing include transmitting twelve 10BASE-T lines over one 25-paircable and using y-adapters to break out separate voice and fax lines transmitting over one channel behind the wall outlet. Although the concept of cable sharing is clearly accepted by telecommunications professionals, it is only now starting to become a recognized practice for reducing costs, simplifying cable management, and converging applications onto one media type in commercial building environments. The growing market acceptance of fullyshielded (i.e. “category 7” or “class F”) cabling systems has been identified as the primary reason why cable sharing techniques are appearing in the designs of the industry’s top IT infrastructure designers and consultants. TIA1 and ISO2 Telecommunications Standards specify generic topologies and minimum recommendations to ensure consistent cabling system design throughout the world. In many commercial environments, the minimum Standards’ requirement3 to provide two telecommunications outlets at each work area is adopted as the basic building infrastructure design. However, there are some end-users, such as call centers, fax centers, classrooms, training centers, and monitoring facilities that are supporting significantly more than two applications at each work area. In fact, some patient recovery room designs facilitate a minimum of 15 applications4 at each work area!



Analog Voice



1-Pair



VoIP



2-Pair



Video over IP



2-Pair



CATV



1-Pair w/balun



CCTV



1-Pair w/balun



10/100BASE-T



2-Pair



Table 1: Typical Applications in HighDensity Work Area Environments



As shown in table 1, these high-density work areas are typically supporting multiple low-speed applications in addition to one high-speed data service. Cable sharing strategies benefit these types of work areas by simplifying cable management through decreased cable count and reducing waste and cost by eliminating the unused pairs that would be present if a 4-pair channel was dedicated to each application. Further cost and cable management benefits can be realized if services such as CATV and CCTV, that typically transmit over coaxial cable, and intercom, that transmits over 18 AWG copper wires, are converged onto the telecommunications network using low-cost devices such as video baluns.
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Some designers and consultants are still concerned about specifying cable sharing because they are unsure of the Standards’ acceptance of the practice. The good news is that both TIA and ISO recognize and provide guidance on cable sharing implementation. Annex B of ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B.1 describes the transmission performance of various types of applications that do not interfere with each other in a shared environment based upon the internal crosstalk found in UTP (unshielded twisted-pair) cabling systems and provides examples of applications that can coexist in multipair cables. The Standard also indicates that knowledge of an application’s transmission type (i.e. bursty, continuous, synchronized or random) and the internal noise of the cabling plant can be used to make a determination as to whether multiple applications or appearances of the same application can coexist in one channel. The ISO/IEC 11801: 2002, 2nd edition Standard expands on this information and provides crosstalk considerations for cable sharing and guidance for minimizing sheath-sharing incompatibilities. The ISO/IEC 15018 Standard goes one step further and recommends that cable sharing may be consi ered when pathway space is limited in residential environments. Industry groups such as BICSI5 and building codes such as the NEC®6 in the United States accept the practice of cable sharing. In summary, all telecommunications standards recognize cable sharing and provide implementation guidance based upon the potential for application interference due to the internal crosstalk levels of the cabling channel. Cable sharing did not start gaining in popularity until the adoption of class F fully-shielded cabling systems by the ISO Standard. This is because the amount of internal crosstalk coupling (both near-end and far-end) in UTP and F/UTP (foil over twisted-pair) cabling systems made it difficult for users to predict whether multiple applications could coexist in one cable. As shown in figures 1 and 2, calculations demonstrate that 23.4% of an application’s transmitted signal appears as either power sum near-end or far-end crosstalk noise at 100 MHz in category 5e/class D cabling systems. The situation improves for category 6A/class EA systems, with 11.4% of an application’s transmitted signal appearing as either power sum near-end or far-end crosstalk noise at 100 MHz, but this performance is not sufficient to ensure that all applications will perform properly in a shared sheath environment. With only 1.6% of an application’s transmitted signal appearing as either power sum near-end or far-end crosstalk noise at 100 MHz in class F cabling systems, end-users are guaranteed that there is sufficient noise isolation between pairs to support multiple applications or the multiple appearance of any one application over a 4-pair class F channel.
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Class F cabling requirements initially appeared in the first edition of the ISO/IEC 11801 Standard published in 1999. Class F cabling is constructed from fully-shielded category 7 components and is characterized over the bandwidth of 1 to 600 MHz. The preferred connecting hardware interface for cable sharing implementations is the non-RJ style interface described in IEC 61073-3-104 and shown in figure 3.



Figure 3: Category 7/7A Non-RJ Plug and Jack Interface This is because the isolated quadrant design of the non-RJ style interface allows easy access to one or two pairs of the channel using 1- and 2-pair non-RJ style plugs terminated to the appropriately wired RJ-45 or RJ-11 Ethernet plug as shown in figure 4. Class FA cabling requirements are under development by ISO and, using the same non-RJ style connector mated to an enhanced category 7A cable, are characterized over the bandwidth of 1 to 1,000 MHz. Class FA is the appropriate grade of cabling to specify to support all channels of CATV (up to 862 MHz). Although cable sharing implementation practices are extremely flexible and support a wide range of configurations, two basic configurations can satisfy the needs of most end-users. In call and fax centers, agents are typically arranged in work groups and are supported by both an analog phone and Internet connection. In this example, the recommended cable-sharing practice would be to provide each work group of 4 agents with a MuTOA7 containing one class F outlet and four category 6A outlets. The one class F channel would provide 4 analog phone lines to the group as shown in figure 5. By utilizing cable sharing practices in call and fax centers, end-users typically realize a cost savings in excess of 10% for materials, a 38% reduction in the total number of outlets, and reduced cable management complexity. In many multi-application environments, such classrooms, healthcare, and monitoring facilities, work area outlets support a plethora of services including VoIP (voice over IP), CATV, CCTV, Internet, security cameras, intercom, and high-speed data. In this example, providing a dedicated cable for each application would require 9 outlets at the work area! A more efficient solution for multi-application environments such as this is to implement cable sharing whereby each work area would support the 9 services over two class F channels and one category 6A channel. The two class F outlets would support the services depicted in figure 6. Using this implementation, endusers typically realize a cost savings in excess of 20% for materials, a 57% reduction in the number of outlets, and reduced cable management complexity. In addition, these end-users benefit from converging their coaxial (CATV and CCTV) and copper wiring (intercom) onto the telecommunications network for the added benefit of simplified infrastructure management and reduced complexity.
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Figure 4: Hybrid Cords (1-Pair Non-RJ Style Plug-to-RJ11 and 2-Pair Non-RJ Style Plug-to-RJ45 Plug)



When designing cable sharing solutions, it is critical to plan for the types of applications to be supported and understand their equipment lifecycles. Fortunately, the lifecycle of call center and most video applications is greater than the 10-year life cycle specified by the TIA and ISO Standards for data applications. Although there are many benefits to be realized from implementing cable sharing design strategies, it is important to remember that these techniques can reduce the ability of the cabling infrastructure to support future applications and upgrades.



Figure 5: Typical Call/Fax Center Cable Sharing Implementation



CCTV



As a result, the recommended practice for all cable sharing solutions is to provide a minimum of one dedicated 4-pair category 6A or higher rated outlet in addition to the shared class F outlets to ensure a migration path for high-speed data upgrades.



CATV



Intercom



VolP



End-user demand for high-density, low-speed application support is increasing as more and more equipment devices support IP protocol, Ethernet communication, and operation over twisted-pair cabling. Fortunately, class F and FA cabling provides the necessary internal noise isolation to support Standards-approved cable sharing methods that reduce cost, simplify cable management, and support convergence of applications on twisted-pair media.
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Figure 6: Typical Multi-Application Cable Sharing Implementation
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1



TIA is the acronym for the Telecommunications Industry Association



2



ISO is the acronym for the Internal Standards Organization



3



Minimum telecommunications outlet requirements are specified in ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B.2 and ISO/IEC 11801: 2002, 2nd edition



4



Typical applications supported include: 2 voice, 4 clinical Ethernet data, 2 ICU remote patient monitoring Ethernet data, 1 nurse-call Ethernet, 1 auxiliary Ethernet data for non-clinical applications,



2



patient entertainment, and additional outlets for “family zone” activity



5



BICSI is the acronym for Building Industry Consulting Service International, Inc. See www.bicsi.org for more information



6



NEC is the acronym for the National Electrical Code®



7



MuTOA is the acronym for Multi-user Telecommunications Outlet Assembly
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TERA® and Call Center Applications Siemon’s TERA Dramatically Cuts Costs of Call Center Cabling



Call centers have been popular in the US for many years. Telemarketing, collections, charities and individual companies find benefits in productivity, customer relations and other business areas through the use of automated dialers and inbound call center applications. The call center environment is a bit different than other work areas due primarily to equipment and density. Call center work areas rarely exceed 100 square feet per employee. Rather, they are typically dense cubicle environments with compact work areas. The smaller work areas, generally 4-6’ wide, contain a server-connected PC, which provides scripting, fill in forms and other applications needed for calls such as credit card processing. Of course, these work areas also include a phone: either a traditional PBX based unit connected through an automated dialer, or an IP based version. Call centers can be divided into three basic categories, inbound, outbound or a combination of the two. Inbound call centers are designed to take inbound calls for help desk services, technical support or ordering. The calls are routed to available agents through the inbound PBX. The calls could be traditional voice calls or an instant “chat on demand” service, which provides the functionality through an internet-connected chat box. Typically, these work areas are outfitted with a phone and a PC running call logging and resolution software. The phone system in an inbound call center is more than just a basic phone as it must provide transfer functions for escalation. Outbound call centers are a bit different. As the name implies, these centers are designed to reach out to customers. Central to the outbound call center is the automated dialer. The dialers are fed a bank of numbers. These numbers are dialed in the switch and upon successful connection, the dialer automatically activates a manned work area phone. Like inbound centers, the work area is typically outfitted with a PC that is connected to the customer management system, and phone. Lately, many advanced centers even implement video based personnel monitoring systems. Blended agent call centers provide a combination of both inbound and outbound services. These are the most sophisticated infrastructures, as a combination of several services is required. Nearly every call center utilizes some degree of call monitoring. Call monitoring is most often a live supervisor connection to a call in progress. In a standard PBX, the phones are connected via a two wire voice grade connection. The supervisor can monitor the calls by activating a monitoring headset, an activation usually performed through software. This allows a supervisor to monitor the success of a call and provides them with other information that can be used in training.
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The problem with call monitoring is determining which conversation(s) are in need of supervisory assistance. With the advent of IP video, supervisors can now view many more employees, increasing their effectiveness when training employees and handling customer issues. Addition of video, however, increases infrastructure needs within the center. The cameras may be either placed at the work area, or placed at a ceiling level. (For more information on Video applications over IP, visit www.siemon.com/us/white_papers). The advantages of adding video to call center environments is that a supervisor can remotely view the facial expressions and demeanor of the call center personnel. This body language can provide key information on call success. This method is also being applied to outsourced call center operations for the same reason. By implementing advanced monitoring, supervisors can successfully monitor remote outsourced personnel, increasing program success. Another trend in call centers is taking advantage of IP Telephony services. IP Telephony/VoIP has distinct advantages including reduced call fees, IP manageable equipment and IP based fax services. This also allows for a closer integration between an IP based CRM (Customer Relations Management) system and phone systems. With an increasing number of options becoming available in the IP PBX market, these options are gaining in popularity. IP Phones are typically connected via a two pair 10/100 Ethernet connection. This increases the network connectivity needs for a work area. Unique connectivity needs If a work area is outfitted with all of the equipment listed above, the needs for this space include a 10/100 PC network connection, a voice grade phone connection or a 10/100 IP based phone connection, and if IP video is used, a two pair connection that is acceptable for video services. If credit card processing is not integrated, another phone grade service connected to the processing box is also required. If a company is utilizing Category 5e cabling or above, the industry standards stipulate that pairs cannot be split behind the faceplate, and that all 4 pairs must be terminated to a 4 pair modular jack. This means that to connect each of the services mentioned above, a work area would need 4 fully terminated 4-pair outlets. As anyone that has ever pulled cable through cubicle furniture can tell you, there is a finite amount of room for both power and cables. Four Category 5e or 6 cables consume a large portion of this space. This does not include extra connections for network printers, network fax machines and other peripherals that may be needed in the work areas. Enter Siemon's Category7/Class F TERA®. This end-to-end solution features both exceptional bandwidth and a unique connector maximizing work area connectivity.
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Due to the connector’s four quadrant fully shielded design and a variety of 1,2, and 4-pair patch cord options, a user can realize two 10/100 connections in the same space as one RJ45 outlet. In a call center, office or cubicle space is more concentrated than in a regular office environment. As the workstations are limited to specific applications, the need for a connection at over 100Mbps is not common. Primarily, the call center workstation only accesses one application, and new trends are moving these applications to web based services. This migration increasingly allows a thin client environment. All connections must be terminated via an 8-position connector behind the faceplate but, this does not mean that you cannot “split pairs” in front of the faceplate. This TERA® benefit eliminates the wasted pairs common in RJ45 connectivity. One TERA connector features the ability to run a one pair video, one pair legacy voice and a two pair 10/100 PC connection; or one two pair VoIP phone and a two pair 10/100 connection. This ability to split pairs in front of the faceplate is a unique benefit of TERA. The chart below shows just what you can do with a pair and/or pair requirement for various applications. Gigabit Applications* (4 pair)



10/100 Applications (2 pair)



Single Pair applications



Gigabit PC



Workstation



Phone (analog voice)



Gigabit Switch port



Print server



Video Camera (CCTV)



Wireless Access point VoIP phone Network Printer IP Camera Monitoring Phone Blade Server Port Network Jack/ Intellijack
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While many VoIP phone manufacturers are now including a switch in the phone, this is really designed for legacy applications where two data pairs are not always available. The switch in the phone introduces a single point of failure to the work area. Also, as this is an active device, it adds to administrative overhead. Active equipment has a much shorter lifecycle than do passive components (which are typically 1015 years), making the investment of a passive cable show significantly better ROI over time than an active component that may require replacement once or twice in the same time frame. For instance, one TERA® can support the same 10/100 devices as two category 5e or 6 channels for less cost in current networks while providing the ability to support future 4-pair applications beyond 10Gb/s without the need to recable or reterminate. The savings is realized in materials, space, and labor. A typical implementation of category 5e or 6 wastes two pairs if the end user is utilizing 10/100, as these applications operate over two pairs. With TERA, no pairs are wasted and two 10/100 connections can be utilized for each single run.
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Government Levels of Security Enhanced with TERA Cabling System It is no newsflash that IT security issues are a hot topic. While security has always been in the back of the IT manager’s mind, the recent flood of information, regulation and product pertaining to network security is fairly new in the private sector. Not so in government and military networks. These critical networks have long put security at the top of the list and this focus has resulted in extremely robust security parameters and processes. In the private sector, information security typically relies on such measures as firewalls, passwords, biometrics and access cards. Government information, which may include department of defense information, health and human services data or municipality infrastructure information, is often protected by similar systems. The levels of security are dictated by the nature of the data, and in more secure/classified government networks, the physical layer cabling plant is included in security measures. There are several steps in the implementation of physical layer security. First and foremost, the physical layer should be documented and labeled. It is important to understand every point of ingress and egress on a network. Without that information, any additional steps may fail to address a potential network breach point. This physical layer documentation can be achieved via intelligent patching, manual methods or a combination of both. These steps are easily employed by the private sector and are increasingly a part of network management in non-governmental enterprise. Once the network infrastructure is properly documented, the next step towards physical security is an examination of pathways and spaces. The goal is to ensure that the cable is inaccessible to unauthorized personnel. Beyond limiting physical accessibility, the cabling plant’s radiated signals must be controlled. Radiated signals or emissions occur in every piece of computer equipment. In the US, the FCC controls the amount of allowable emissions and international counterparts exist (IEC CISPR documents). The unwanted variety of signal emissions are known as compromising emissions. Compromising emissions can be transmitted through power lines, data cabling, or simply radiating a signal into the air. When a compromising emission is received or intercepted, secure information is compromised. In short, every piece of data processing equipment including microchips, diodes and transistors, is a potential source of compromising emissions. The control and/or elimination of all compromising emission sources are critical for Government communications that require a high level of security, such as homeland security. This falls under what the government terms EMSEC, INFOSEC, and TEMPEST. These programs/ratings work to assure that the normal radiated signals are shielded in some way from unscrupulous listeners that would use this captured information for unauthorized means.
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TEMPEST is a U.S. government code word which defines the counter-intelligence standards developed to protect secure data transmissions from electronic espionage. Although actual requirements are classified, it is widely known that TEMPEST sets out strict limits on signal radiation from data-handling electronic equipment. While the scope of published TEMPEST information focuses on physical equipment such as monitors, printers and devices containing microchips, the term is commonly used to describe efforts throughout the field of Emissions Security (EMSEC). EMSEC is defined as “the protection resulting from all measures designed to deny unauthorized persons information that might be derived from intercept and analysis of compromising emanations from other than crypto-equipment and telecommunications systems,” according to the ATIS Committee TIAI. TEMPEST began many years ago when it was determined that transmissions could be detected through the open air from a significant distance through listening to the emissions from a cable. In 1918, Herbert Yardley and his staff of the Black Chamber were engaged by the US Army to develop methods to detect, intercept and exploit combat telephones and covert radio transmitters. However the codeword TEMPEST was not used until the 60’s and 70’s. There are several definitions for the acronym including “Telecommunications Electronics Material Protected From Emanating Spurious Transmissions” and ” Transient Electromagnetic Pulse Emanation Standard,” However, these acronyms are somewhat speculative, as the official title, along with its recent requirements, are classified. In short, TEMPEST is the means to protect transmissions and covers media, communications devices and other protective measures. Basic TEMPEST requirements and protocols were declassified in 1995 as NSTISSAM TEMPEST. Although these documents illustrated some TEMPEST methodology, actual emission limits and test parameters were redacted and remain classified. Even without more complete parameters, it is known that TEMPEST served as a model for many other governments’ equivalent programs. The NATO equivalent is AMSG 720B. In Germany, even the names of the standards supplied by the government remain classified, but it is known that the National Telecom Board administers their equivalent to the TEMPEST rating program. In the UK, Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), the equivalent of the NSA (National Security Administration), administers their program. In the US, three levels of approval categorize equipment meeting TEMPEST standards. Approval Type 1 is acceptable for use in classified or controlled cryptographic equipment and may refer to assemblies, components or other items endorsed by the NSA for securing telecommunications and automated systems for the protection of classified or sensitive US Government information and its contractors. This equipment is subject to restrictions in accordance with the International Traffic in Arms Regulations. Type 2 approval is for equipment, assemblies and components used to transmit non-classified but sensitive information. Type 3 implements an unclassified algorithm registered to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for use in protecting unclassified sensitive or commercial information. While there is individually approved equipment, the US TEMPEST certification applies to a complete system. In a network environment, this includes all components, including the cabling plant. Changing one single component can compromise the security of the entire system. In secure communications, the medium used to transmit the data (i.e.: the cabling) is part of the TEMPEST or EMSEC system. TEMPEST
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emission controls standards for cabling, combined with data encryption and other security systems allow for INFOSEC, Information Security. Because of these stringent requirements, the government had few options for physical layer security. One option was the use of fiber optic networks. This provided added protection due to the fact that the fiber would have to be physically compromised in order snoop the communications. Fiber network equipment, however is more costly than copper. Copper networks were possible, but required very specific installation practices, such as RED/BLACK separation guidelines. In RED/BLACK, the cable plant and work areas are divided into RED zones and BLACK zones. The RED zones carry classified information and are isolated and shielded from the BLACK zones carrying non-classified information. The zones are then restricted by their location to external access as well as proximity to other potential signal radiators. Other equipment that could listen to or carry emanations such as cell phones and radios are forbidden in RED areas. Shielded copper cable provides an additional layer of security by significantly limiting emissions. While this would in theory allow reduced RED/BLACK separation distances, the classified TEMPEST installation practices may not allow this reduction in practice. Recent testing, however, sheds some light onthe standards and provides additional copper option for connections to TEMPEST equipment. Siemon’s TERA, a Category 7/ Class F system is the first copper cabling system to pass TEMPEST emissions testing by an independent, NSA certified lab, Dayton T. Brown Inc. While the majority of the test parameters are classified, it is understood that the combination of TERA connectivity and cable suitably minimized emmissions as part of a overall system. TERA utilizes S/FTP cable and fully shielded connectivity. In S/FTP cable, each pair is individually shielded and an overall braid shield surrounds all conductors as shown in the figure below. Additional shielding is integrated into the outlets and plugs, eliminating a potential emission source.
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For the TEMPEST test, a four-connector, 100 meter TERA channel was deployed in a shielded anechoic chamber as shown in the diagram below. The channel was energized with full duplex Gigabit Ethernet (1000 Mb/s) traffic using a Spirent Smarbits multiport analysis system. Emissions from the cabling system where then monitored and compared to the TEMPEST requirements.



According to the independent test report, the TERA is suitable for applications, such as TEMPEST, where radiated and compromising emissions are a concern. The remainder of the test report is classified.
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Chippendale Printing Chooses Cat 7 TERA™ Solution David Gardiner, IT Manager of Chippendale Printing, requested Troy Eggins, Managing Director of Trojan Networks (Siemon Certified Designer and BICSI RCDD), to supply a Design Proposal for the cabling infrastructure. Troy proposed a Siemon Category 7 TERA™ Solution. David stated that “when confronted with moving to new premises, we had to address the changing needs of our computer network. Trojan provided us with a practical solution by using Siemon category 7 cable throughout our factory. This allowed us to streamline our network, ensuring optimum performance and flexibility of our computer and phone system.” As the site grew, so did the demand and during the five months of installation, the original number of telecommunications outlets required had tripled. Trojan Networks were also requested to implement the security system including access control and CCTV. Accordingly, Siemon’s TBIC system was implemented to enable all of these systems to be run over the same structure cabling infrastructure. When asked the reason for proposing Siemon’s TERA Solution, Troy advised “ the premises is to be occupied for a long time by the owner. The machinery used in their warehouse does not lend itself to easy relocation. wanted to provide my customer with the highest preforming copper solution available. Initially I looked at Category 6, but after further investigation with Siemon, it was decided Category 7 was the best solution. Fiber to the desktop was just not an option due to the added expense of upgrading the active equipment.” By installing the latest infrastructure system, Chippendale Printing will be ahead of its competitors for years to come. “I believe this shows the dynamic character of the management team at Chippendale Printing”. Trojan Networks’ objective was to provide a technology that would offer the longest possible time period before re-cabling would be required. The Siemon TERA solution is a fully shielded, balanced cabling solution that exceeds the proposed Category 7 specifications TERA delivers over 1GHz of bandwidth per pair. Since each pair is shielded, this essentially eliminates crosstalk noise between the pairs. TERA supports multiple applications over one cable. At the work area and telecommunications room, the TERA system provides pair management through the 1-pair, 2-pair and 4-pair modularity.



The fully shielded design also assures maximum reliability by providing immunity to electromagnetic inference (EMI). Much of the Chippendale Printing’ premises is dedicated to production. The installed TERA system proved to be ideal in this environment by providing the highest copper cabling bandwidth with the least number of components resulting in the lowest installation and termination costs. e-Book - Category 7/Class F Network Cabling
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David Gardiner, IT Manager of Chippendale Printing, requested Troy Eggins, Managing Director of Trojan Networks (Siemon Certified Designer and BICSI RCDD), to supply a Design Proposal for the cabling infrastructure. Troy proposed a Siemon Category 7 TERA™ Solution. David stated that “when confronted with moving to new premises, we had to address the changing needs of our computer network. Trojan provided us with a practical solution by using Siemon category 7 cable throughout our factory. This allowed us to streamline our network, ensuring optimum performance and flexibility of our computer and phone system.” As the site grew, so did the demand and during the five months of installation, the original number of telecommunications outlets required had tripled. Trojan Networks were also requested to implement the security system including access control and CCTV. Accordingly, Siemon’s TBIC system was implemented to enable all of these systems to be run over the same structure cabling infrastructure. When asked the reason for proposing Siemon’s TERA Solution, Troy advised “ the premises is to be occupied for a long time by the owner. The machinery used in their warehouse does not lend itself to easy relocation. wanted to provide my customer with the highest preforming copper solution available. Initially I looked at Category 6, but after further investigation with Siemon, it was decided Category 7 was the best solution. Fiber to the desktop was just not an option due to the added expense of upgrading the active equipment.” By installing the latest infrastructure system, Chippendale Printing will be ahead of its competitors for years to come. “I believe this shows the dynamic character of the management team at Chippendale Printing”. Trojan Networks’ objective was to provide a technology that would offer the longest possible time period before re-cabling would be required. The Siemon TERA solution is a fully shielded, balanced cabling solution that exceeds the proposed Category 7 specifications TERA delivers over 1GHz of bandwidth per pair. Since each pair is shielded, this essentially eliminates crosstalk noise between the pairs. TERA supports multiple applications over one cable. At the work area and telecommunications room, the TERA system provides pair management through the 1-pair, 2-pair and 4-pair modularity. The fully shielded design also assures maximum reliability by providing immunity to electromagnetic inference (EMI). Much of the Chippendale Printing’ premises is dedicated to production. The installed TERA system proved to be ideal in this environment by providing the highest copper cabling bandwidth with the least number of components resulting in the lowest installation and termination costs. Trojan Networks and Siemon pride themselves in keeping abreast of the latest technology. Troy says “There is always an element of risk being one of the first to install a new technology and often you encounter unplanned challenges. I thought the TERA system would be more difficult to implement – Type 1 still haunts many of us. However, the installation ran smoothly and with a just little extra care and attention to detail, our technicians found termination of the TERA product relatively easy” says Troy. The Siemon team provided TERA training and visited the site regularly to verify Trojan Networks’ installation met Siemon’s high standards. The site is covered by a Siemon warranty.
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The Siemon team was always available to assist the Project Manager, Steve Fields with any queries or advice on implementation of unusual technology such as Siemon’s S66™ Block. The S66 Block was used as a consolidation point for the security and access control cable. The S66 provided a high-density, economical, category 5e compliant connecting block. In keeping with the same mind set of future proofing the premises, fiber was installed as the backbone medium from the Building Distributor to the Floor Distributor located in the Telecommunications Room at the far end of the warehouse. All products where enclosed and terminated onto Siemon fiber conectivity.
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Delray Medical Center Relies On The Siemon TERA™ Cabling System For Digital Imaging



Dan Pelchat. IS Manager; Rudy Apadoca, Director of Imaging; and Cathy Christensen, Director of Information Systems for the Delray Medical Center



Delray Medical Center, a Tenet South Florida HealthSystem hospital, is a 372-bed acute care facility that opened in October 1982 and serves as the hub of the 42-acre Delray Medical Campus. The campus also includes 90-bed Pinecrest Rehabilitation Hospital and 53-bed Fair Oaks Pavilion, a psychiatric facility. For the past three years, Delray Medical Center ranked among the top 5% nationwide for cardiac services by HealthGrades, a leading healthcare ratings firm; in the top 50 hospitals nationwide for heart and heart surgery by U.S. News & World Report (2003); and ranked among the best hospitals for cardiac surgery by Money Magazine (2003). For the second year in succession, Delray Medical Center also ranked among the Top 100 Hospitals in the nation by Solucient. Delray Medical Center’s five star-rated cardiac program offers a full range of specialized services for heart patients. With three cardiac catheterization labs, the hospital performs more than 4000 cardiac catheterizations and balloon angioplasties, and more than 500 open-heart surgeries annually. As a state-designated Level II Trauma Center, the hospital serves as one of only two trauma centers in Palm Beach County. In addition, Delray Medical Center offers comprehensive orthopedic, urologic and neuroscience programs, as well as a broad range of medical and surgical services including surgical weight reduction, out-patient surgery, psychiatric services, home health, wound care, and sleep disorders treatment. To complement its full range of services, Delray Medical Center has three outpatient diagnostic centers, providing lab, EKG and imaging services to outpatients and postoperative patients. In building its new state-of-the-art imaging center, Delray Medical Center wanted to be sure that their patients would receive the highest quality of care. For this reason, Delray IS Director Cathy D. Christensen chose the Siemon TERA™ solution for the center’s cabling infrastructure. Radiology Departments are not always “noise free” environments where cabling is concerned. The TERA category 7/class F shielded system provides excellent immunity to noise, plus it is 10Gb/s ready when needed and will offer excellent protection of the center’s investments in both network devices and medical devices alike.
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“The reason that we chose TERA is to take advantage of the reliability factor that TERA affords us, as well as to position ourselves to benefit from the speed that will be available with future technology. We wanted to provide our physicians with a solution that will meet their needs and allow them to realize productivity goals, without being hindered by technology,” explained Christensen. Delray realizes that cabling is a long-term investment. In anticipation of growing data demands in the future, they planned ahead. “Siemon has become a partner in our technology now and for the future. They take a different approach than other cabling companies in that they hire applications people who have experience in the healthcare field to assure that their solutions meet the needs of the customer. Not only did we get a great cabling system that we won’t have to worry about for years to come, we also received assistance on what to do in our data center, guidance on how to become fully integrated with our applications, and other areas that affect our business above and beyond the cabling. In understanding our needs, Siemon was able to provide us with options, assist us with the direction for our technology needs and allow us to make an informed decision as an educated business,“ said Christensen. The TERA connector allows great flexibility for Delray’s applications through its fully shielded four-quadrant design. This design, which was approved as the interface for Category 7/Class F systems through ISO/IEC 11801, IEC 61076-3- 104 and IEC 60603-7-7 international standards and for BCT cabling in draft ISO/IEC 15018, provides a level of functionality that is not possible with UTP (Unshielded Twisted Pair) cabling. In this quad connector design, one cable pair is terminated to each internally isolated quadrant. This allows Delray Medical Center a plethora of configuration options within the same cable, as each shielded pair within the 4-pair cable can run its own application without disruption to the other pairs. For example, one pair can be used for phone service, two pairs for 10/100 Mbps data transmission, and another pair for video or another application. For higher bandwidth applications such as digital imaging, all 4- pairs can be utilized to transmit 10Gb/s up to a full 100 meters with no worry about the effects that internal or external noise can have on such applications. The key to this functionality is that the shielding virtually eliminates crosstalk between pairs and between adjacent cabling channels (alien crosstalk). This is particularly important in environments where equipment produces high levels of Electromagnetic Interference (EMI), such as in radiology facilities. The ability to provide a shielded solution such as the TERA™ cabling system for these medical environments allows an additional level of data protection by isolating the cabling channel from any noise emitted by the medical scanning equipment. — enabling better communications. The world of medical imaging has advanced at a rapid pace and the days of x-rays are quickly coming to an end. Newer devices provide digital images that can be viewed and manipulated via computers rather than being printed on film, and this digital imaging is bringing patient care to a higher level than ever possible with film-based technologies. Not only can images be captured in color showing various changes, but treatment planning can also be done directly using the images. In medical environments, the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) standard was created by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) as a common denominator for the viewing of medical images. With all of these images and patient records becoming electronic, the need for data storage, speed and reliability is increasing. Digital images will only grow larger in size as technology advances in this area, requiring higher bandwidth and throughput. Other new medical applications that will require high e-Book - Category 7/Class F Network Cabling
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bandwidth include video applications, the ability to have medical images in the surgical rooms, the ability to have live backups of critical medicalinformation, and the need for 99.999% uptime. The additional margin available today and the capacity available for tomorrow through category 7 cabling provides a solid foundation for whatever technology decisions are made. Physicians can offer new services and procedures as they become available without having to worry about the capacity of the cabling channel. The Siemon TERA category 7 /class F solution was installed at Delray Medical Center by Integrated Telcom Systems in Florida, owned by Thomas Gamache. “Siemon connectivity products are the best connectivity products on the market today. We have exclusively recommended and used Siemon products for the past 12 years and have many very happy customers with thousands of terminations,” said Gamache. As for the ease of termination for the TERA products, he said, “As with everything associated with a new product or connection, there is a learning curve which we overcame in about 10 connections. TERA is far easier to work with and much more robust than the old IBM Type1 cabling. Siemon had the installer in mind when designing this product — the cable shields are easily prepared and automatically terminated when the connector housing is clamped together. After the minimal learning curve, termination time is now similar to that of UTP cabling.” With over 36 of years experience in the field and over 12 years in business in Florida, Integrated Telcom Systems remains loyal to Siemon because of their superior products, technical support and training. In addition, Integrated Telcom Systems worked closely with distributor Graybar Electric, who played an instrumental role in making sure that the materials were readily available, staged, and delivered in a timely manner so that the DelRay project stayed on schedule. For more information on IP Enabled Medical Networks, see the white paper section on Siemon’s website at www.siemon.com. For assistance in planning your 10Gb/s ready network, contact your Siemon Company representative.
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Five-Star Rated Delray Medical Center Tenet South Florida HealthSystem was ranked by Healthgrades, a national healthcare quality solutions company, as the toprated hospital system for cardiac care in Florida and South Florida and earned a five-star rating — ranking Tenet in the top five percent of hospitals nationwide for cardiac care. Tenet South Florida hospitals that earned fivestar rankings from HealthGrades are Delray Medical Center, Florida Medical Center, North Ridge Medical Center and Palm Beach Gardens Medical Center. Other Tenet South Florida HealthSystem hospitals are Cleveland Clinic Hospital, Coral Gables Hospital, Good Samaritan Medical Center, Hialeah Hospital, Hollywood Medical Center, North Shore Medical Center, Palmetto General Hospital, Parkway Regional Medical Center, Pinecrest Rehabilitation Hospital, St. Mary’s Medical Center and West Boca Medical Center. Tenet South Florida HealthSystem can be found on the World Wide Web at www.tenetsouthflorida.com



Other Delray Medical Center Top Ratings: • Rated in the top 5% nationwide for cardiac services by HealthGrades • Rated in the top 50 hospitals nationwide for heart and heart surgery by U.S. News & World Report (2003) • Ranked amongst the best hospitals for cardiac surgery by Money Magazine (2003) • Ranked amongst the Top 100 Hospitals in the nation by Solucient
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Suddekor Leading Their Industry With Category 7 Installation



German companies immediately bring to mind a passionate commitment to precision, quality, and engineering. As a worldwide leader in the manufacture of decorative papers for laminates, Suddekor certainly lives up to this image. Suddekor’s decorative papers are used in many of the laminated surfaces commonly found in most homes and businesses. Their papers are used in desktops, floor and modular furniture to name just a few. Suddekor also does a great deal of custom work forlarge corporate customers. Suddekor recently completed Phase I of their latest international facility in Agawam, Massachusetts (USA). The new manufacturing plant was designed as a state-of-the-art facility as well as a showcase for customers. Virtually every building system, from water recovery and purification to color-neutral lighting reflects their commitment to technology and market leadership. Suddekor’s LAN equipment is impressive as well. The mainframe used to store the massive data files used to create the prints for the papers resides in a storage room the size of a tractor trailer. Suddekor also took painstaking measures to ensure that the aesthetic aspects of the facility measured-up to their high standards. When it came time to select their telecommunications cabling solution, specifying the right system was crucial. Suddekor graphic designers use data intensive software, creating enormous files used to print the papers. These files are frequently transferred from PC to mainframe to PC and eventually to the printing press. All this happens in close proximity to their manufacturing setup – massive three-story printing presses, which are a source of considerable electro-magnetic interference (EMI). An extremely reliable, high performance cabling system was a must. Richard Barth, Suddekor Plant Engineer, and his project team also wanted to maximize the longevity of the cabling infrastructure, especially given the care and expense that had gone into building the facility. Barth and his project team, Mid-State Teledata (installer) and Graybar (distributor), were committed to finding the best solution and making the installation happen on schedule.
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The TERA™ patch panel offers two or four pair modularity, bringing complete flexibility and performance to Suddekor.



Richard Barth and his project team wanted to David Ducharme from Mid-State and Jeff Jones from Graybar recommended The Siemon Company’s new category 7 cabling system, TERA®. With ten times the frequency range of category 5e, TERA ensures robust support of today’s most advanced applications, like Gigabit Ethernet, as well as the ability to handle bandwidth intensive applications that will be developed in the future. With 1 GHz of bandwidth per pair, TERA also offers the flexibility to support multimedia applications, such as broadband video. It is also a fully shielded solution, which provides excellent immunity from the high levels of EMI that are common in many industrial facilities.



maximize the longevity of the cabling infrastructure, especially given the care and expense that had gone into building the facility.



Shielded cabling systems were not new to Barth. They are prevalent in Germany and Barth had become familiar with various products on his many trips to Suddekor’s headquarters. “Siemon’s TERA connector provides greater performance, density and flexibility than all the other products I’ve seen. I feel very comfortable with our investment in our cabling system. Our cabling infrastructure has performance capabilities beyond category 6 or 7. We also have more flexibility than we would have received from a fiber solution. TERA lets us bring broadband video, high speed data and voice to a desktop via a single TERA outlet.” David Ducharme from Mid-State expects to see more companies migrate to Siemon TERA simply because they want the best solution available. “It’s a matter of building an infrastructure that will give you what you need today and tomorrow. Technology is advancing rapidly and customers want to maximize the life of their cabling system. From an installer’s perspective, we liked that the TERA connectors were quick and easy to terminate.” Recalling some of the challenges of the project, Richard Barth noted that “We knew what we wanted to achieve. We needed someone who could think big picture and think future with us, and that’s what The Siemon Company did.” David Ducharme also chimed in with a can-do attitude, “Whenever you’re trying to do something that is cutting edge there will be people who say it can’t be done. It’s at times like that when you need to prove to the skeptics that it can be done. This facility is proof that there is a complete category 7 solution and that it’s available and works right now.” e-Book - Category 7/Class F Network Cabling
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More Case Studies LLCC maximizes campus wide performance with TERA Lincoln Land Community College - Like any competitive college, Lincoln Land Community College (LLCC) aspires to distinguish themselves from similar schools. In pursuit of this aspiration, LLCC turned to Siemon network cabling solutions when they were looking for a competitive edge to attract prospective students. LLCC chose Siemon to update the network infrastructure of Menard Hall (a main campus building) from a Category 5e to a Category 7 using Siemon TERA. After seeing the quality, service, performance and flexibility of the TERA system, LLCC decided to upgrade their entire campus using Siemon TERA. Ceres Unified Schools picks TERA to consolidate multimedia cabling Ceres Unified - Ceres Unified School District chose Siemon for one simple reason - no other company in the cabling industry offers a product with the capabilities of Siemon’s TERA. Although the school originally planned on installing a Category 6 solution, Siemon’s TERA eliminated the need for three other cables, providing every classroom with a single connection used for voice, CCTV and fast ethernet. In addition to providing a 20-year warranty, Siemon Certified Installers terminated approximately 50 TERA drops in each of the eight schools that make up Ceres Unified School District. Universita' Degli Studi di Parma Goes Cat7/Class F Universita' Degli Studi di Parma - In 2004, Universita' Degli Studi di Parma began an upgrade to the network communication network of two campus buildings. On a tight budget, they needed a creative solution to support high a performance data network as well as improve voice capabilities. Siemon's Cat7/ClassF TERA solution fit perfectly. Thanks to it's high performance and application sharing capabilities, TERA allowed the school to install an ultra high-performance data and solid voice network supported by the same cable and outlet. This reduced total drops and cable to an affordable level.
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Chapter 8: Standard Update



New IEC Connector Standard Paves the Way for Class FA Cabling In preparation for the future Class FA standard, the IEC international committee overwhelmingly approves the IEC 61076-3-104 Ed. 2.0 standard, based on Siemon’s TERA interface. Watertown, CT – For the second time, the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has recognized the interface based upon Siemon’s TERA connector as the standard interface for a new high-performance class of cabling. The second edition IEC 61076-3-104 was published in preparation for the pending Class FA standard as well as ISO/IEC 15018 (Generic cabling for homes). Created by an amendment to ISO/IEC 11801, Class FA is specified to an upper frequency of 1000 MHz and is targeted to support the next generation of data applications beyond 10GBASE-T and all frequencies of CATV video. To support the future Class FA parameters, the new connector requirements specified in IEC 61076-3-104, Ed. 2.0 extend the upper frequency for balanced twisted-pair connectors from the category 7 upper limit of 600 MHz to 1000 MHz. Although the TERA connector remains unchanged since it’s launch in 1999, it meets or exceeds all mechanical, dimensional and electrical transmission property requirements specified in the new IEC 61076-3-104, Ed. 2.0 Standard. The overall superior design elements of the IEC 61076-3-104 “TERA” interface resulted in overwhelming support for approval, as evidenced by the 22-0 voting results. Independent testing and the IEC voting results indicate significant global backing and confidence in the TERA cabling system’s ability to support future applications. “When the IEC first standardized on TERA for Class F/Category 7 cabling in 2003, the committee believed that it would support future applications”, explained Dan Mullin, Director of Siemon Labs, the company’s research and development group. “That confidence proved correct. TERA systems installed as early as 1999 are fully compliant to the recently published IEEE 802.3an 10GBASE-T standard.” In fact, Class F systems are the only pre-standard installed copper systems ready to support 10GBASE-T up to 100m without additional testing or mitigation. The IEC 61076-3-104, Ed. 2.0 and Class FA standards are similarly expected to support future application standards beyond 10Gb/s. According to Mullin, the IEC and Siemon’s track record of developing future-proof global standards and components not only virtually assures future application support, but also deeply underscores the importance of future-proof networks. “Siemon Labs and the ISO/IEC have consistently been out ahead of the curve, giving end-users a chance to build a network infrastructure that can support multiple applications and provide an extended lifecycle. A TERA system installed 7 years ago in expectation of 10GBASE-T will most likely support applications beyond 10Gb/s without additional upgrades.” As a standards-recognized interface, the TERA connector is a non-proprietary solution, offered by multiple manufacturers. This non-RJ interface fits within a standard RJ-45 footprint and is easily integrated into current electronics through the use of hybrid TERA to RJ patch cords.
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Chapter 9 & 10: About Siemon/About the Authors



About Siemon Established in 1903, Siemon is an industry leader specializing in the manufacture and innovation of high quality, high-performance network cabling solutions. Headquartered in Connecticut, USA, with global offices and partners throughout the world, Siemon offers the most comprehensive suite of copper (unshielded and shielded twisted-pair) and fiber cabling systems available. With over 400 active patents specific to structured cabling, Siemon Labs invests heavily in R&D and development of industry standards, underlining the company's long-term commitment to its customers and the industry.
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